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2024 - The year  of the
Energy Assessor

  
 Net Zero will be front and centre for politicians

Whichever party is in power will need EPCs to work for them
The importance of energy assessors will become apparent

SEE MORE

Government
needs to get

it's act together
NOW!

  
 

Energy Assessors now have a National
organisation to represent us. We must pull

together to make it count.
If you value your profession, you need to join

Proficiency now and become a part of
securing your own future.

 
 

 
  As an associate member of PEPA, Proficiency stands with the accreditation

schemes in calling for better regulations, better software and better thought
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Tell me more

through funding and delivery programs.
 
  

INFO and BOOKING

INFO and BOOKING
INFO and BOOKING

 
 

11th January CPD
The Future for Home

Heating: life without gas
 

An informative session provided
by Dr Neil Cutland, MInstP,

Consultancy Director at Sava.
  

The UK policy context -
the Future Homes
Standard, and the end of
new gas main connections
How does a heat pump
work?
The different types of heat
pump, and the different
types of heat distribution
in the home
What can go wrong?
Q&A 

 
 Sava are building physicists and

engineers, software developers,
surveyors and business

management specialists who for
40 years have been involved in

Making Buildings Better. 

 
 

 
 23rd January CPD
Changing minds, reducing

emissions and driving
decarbonisation

 
A talk by Matthew Hodges; Low,
Zero Carbon Buildings Advocate
and Associate Director - Net Zero
& Sustainability at AtkinsRéalis.

  
 Something a little different...
 
 Matthew Hodges has a passion

for making a positive impact on
our planet by driving sustainability

initiatives across diverse
industries, with a particular focus

on buildings and construction.
 
 He has a strong background in

environmental, social and
governance (ESG),

decarbonisation, and achieving
net zero goals.

  
 This should be an inspiring

reminder of the big picture behind
what we do and why we do it.

6th February CPD
Balancing heat loss and

ventilation with Airex

Within our popular speaker
meeting format:

 
 Airex introduction and training for

energy assessors and retrofit
professionals

 
 

The challenge of
balancing heat loss and
ventilation and where the
technology sits in that

 Considering Building Regs
Part F and Part L
What the system is and
how it works
Floorvent for underfloor
and Roomvent for in room
ventilation to achieve Part
F in retrofit
Combination with other
measures (EWI, UFI etc)
Data – monitoring
reporting and insights 

 

 The CPD events are all live, interactive sessions and easily accessible online. They are included for
members and available at a cost of £20 each for non-members.

Grab your discounts
 

Proficiency members have
access to discounts with a

Proficiency is now an
Associate Member of

PEPA
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SEE MORE

Proficiency SEE MORE

number of our industry partners
including:

 
 

DesignBuilder
EPC Near Me
Elmhurst
Metropix
Quidos
zPlan

 
It is simple to take advantage of
these discounts and promotional

offers.
 
  
  
 It is not difficult to save way more

than the cost of your membership 
using the CPD and discounts

Proficiency members have
access to.

 
 Even that is only scraping the

surface of what you have access
to as a member of teh National

organisation that exists to support
and represent your

 
 It undoubtedly costs more not to a

member so start benefitting now.
 

It is essential that the organisation
representing the accreditation
schemes and the organisation
representing energy assessors

work closely together.
 
  United we stand; divided we can

be walked all over for political
point scoring.

  
 This is why Proficiency is

delighted to have become an
Associate Member of PEPA. 

 
 Representing the interests of our

members, and the wider energy
assessment community, is what

Proficiency was created for.
 
 We are actively working to give

energy assessors a national
voice.

 
 The more members we have, the

louder our voice, so be a part of
improving the sector we work in

and join us now.

Boost your enquiries
with a web directory

listing
 

With Proficiency membership
comes a whole year of web

advertising. 
 

A searchable directory listing to
generate local enquiries for the

specific services you offer.
 

Sell the benefits of using your
services with your dedicated full

page profile.
 

Use it to drive traffic to your own
website, or as an alternative to
having a website yourself. The

choice is yours.
 
 If you attended the PEPA

Conference and have a discount
code, you still have until the end

of November to save on your
Proficiency membership.

 Proficiency is yours, what are you going to
do with it?

 Proficiency is completing the process of becoming the National Trade Association for Energy Assessors.
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FIND OUT MORE

It is to be run by its members, for the benefit of its members and this will happen as soon as the members
are ready to take on the running of it. Should you be part of the leadership team?
 
Once there is a panel of members ready to lead Proficiency forward, the current leadership will be
stepping back and Proficiency will be formally converted to a not-for-profit run by a board elected from
within the membership*.
 
 If you care about what happens to energy assessment over the coming years, if you could do a better job
of writing conventions, if you are capable of speaking up for your fellow energy assessors...
 
 ... the potential is there for you to be more than just a Proficiency member; you simply need to actively
engage and demonstrate why you should be voted onto the board.
 
 We are giving the industry a National Trade Association, because that is what the members of DCHI
asked us to do. Have you got what it takes to be a part of running that National Trade Association now it
is ready to take the next step?
 
If you are not happy about the way our industry is going, do something about it. Become part of the
solution and join us now. You can make a difference if you are willing to put in a bit of time and effort.
Even if you do not want to be part of the leadership team, by being a member of Proficiency you are
playing a part in ensuring Energy Assessors get the effective Trade Association they so desperately
need.
 
 *Only full (Premium) members are eligible to be selected for official representation and leadership roles.
 

Add value to your EPCs and generate more
enquiries from local prospective clients

 
 

 
 In association with Bricks & Logic, Proficiency members have the opportunity to gain local enquiries from
potential clients who access our informative Energy Efficiency Report. Take a look at what it does, and

how it can lead people to your listing on the directory.
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View the Proficiency Energy Efficiency Report

 

Multiple benefits all in one place

 Standard membership

A minimum of 12 hours CPD included
Discounts on software, training, additional
CPD and more
Directory listing to generate
“local” enquiries
Peer support when you need it
Highly regarded industry forum
Help, advice and guidance
Representing your interests where
it matters
Engaging with accreditation schemes and
government on your behalf
Earn upgraded or extended membership
with the reward scheme

 
 All this for just £60 a year

 Premium membership
 All the benefits of standard membership plus:
 

An enhanced listing to increase your
chances of being contacted
A direct link from the directory to your own
customisable profile page
Additional ways to earn benefits with the
reward scheme
Premium members can join the “Panel of
Members” who guide the management team
giving you the ability to influence the
services and future direction of Proficiency

 
 
 All this for just £85 a year

Apply now and start to benefit

 Professional energy assessors join Proficiency.
The national membership organisation supporting and representing 

 professionals in energy efficiency.
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